NATURAL PRINCIPLES OF ROCK GARDENING:

TRØMSO ARCTIC-ALPINE BOTANIC GARDEN
Giulio Veronese

T

he Arctic-Alpine Botanic Garden is the world's
northern-most botanic garden. It opened in 1994
in Tromsø, Norway, and is run by the Tromsø
University Museum. The garden displays Arctic
and alpine plants from all over the northern hemisphere.
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My polarity has always pointed north, and to mountains.
It could be the memories of childhood holidays in the
Alps, the sense of clean dolomitic air, the white glaze of
snow, and Tyrolean bakeries. Somewhere along the line I
developed a certain fascination for Scandinavian
countries, and their liberal and sustainable approach to
the modern world. Always content in the vastness of
northerly landscapes, I feel privileged to be working as
an alpine gardener nowadays.

In 2019, when I first started considering the idea of a
work experience with the focus on alpine flora and rock
gardening, my compass naturally pointed north of
Birmingham, which is my current nest and workplace.
And, because I hoped to have a little busman’s holiday
too, why not travel abroad?
I started looking into
Scandinavian gardens, and soon my attention was drawn Cypripedium calceolus is a form of
lady’s slipper orchid
to the Tromsø Arctic-Alpine Botanical Gardens. As the
name suggests, this is a highly specialised garden,
entirely dedicated to cultivation of ‘rock plants’. When I discovered that the gardens would be
celebrating their 25th anniversary at midsummer, under the rays of the midnight sun, any
hesitation disappeared and the plane tickets were booked.
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My stay in Tromsø lasted for ten days, from 23rd June to 2nd
July 2019. The aim was to join the horticultural team at the
botanical garden for a practical work experience programme,
combined with theoretical learning and hiking expeditions in
the wild. The main objective of my visit was to study
different methods of constructing and landscaping rock
gardens.

Bjørn Thon: ‘The Viking’

I believe the staff and students were particularly happy to
have an extra pair of hands, as the horticultural preparations
for the anniversary celebrations on 28th June were in full
swing when I arrived. Bjørn ‘The Viking’ Thon, who used to
be a gardener at Tromsø twenty years ago and now runs
Skavberget nursery on the nearby island of Kvaløy, offered
me a valuable piece of advice. He came down from his
nursery one day and we walked through the gardens
together. “Do you want to know about rock gardens?” he
said, “Go to the mountains!” In a strict and direct Norwegian
accent, of course. I think he also mentioned a fishing rod.

Natural Inspiration
At Tromsø, Norwegian and Czech gardeners have developed a naturalistic, rather independent
design approach over the past twenty years. Their style is distinctly different to the Victorian
layouts seen at Edinburgh or Kew Botanic Gardens, or the conceptual approaches seen at Brno in
the Czech Republic, Uppsala, or in modern British rock gardens.
The layout of the outcrops at the Tromsø Botanical Garden have been inspired by naturallyoccurring rock formations. Different formations have been chosen for different groups of plants
and phytogeographical representation. It is not only Scandinavian geology which has been
replicated: mountainous landscapes that have been ‘borrowed’ for the creation of the rock-scapes
at Tromsø include:

Granitic Outcrops
An outcrop is a visible exposure of bedrock or ancient superficial deposits on the surface of the
Earth. Granite is a very hard and impermeable stone. Great care should be taken in preserving
existing lichens when bringing the rocks in. When arranging outcrops, rocks should match in
colouration, texture and shape. For example, avoid using angular and rounded shapes together.

Subalpine Thickets
A thicket is a very dense stand of trees or tall shrubs, often dominated by only one or a few species
to the exclusion of all others. In Tromsø, a subalpine thicket landscape was chosen to home an
extensive collection of rhododendron, allied woody genera and some woodlanders. More than
eighty ericaceous species are currently cultivated in these beds.
Peat blocks were initially used to create the thicket beds, but without much success. A more
mineral soil mix gave better results. Full sun exposure is preferred here, with some shadier
pockets. Notably, peat blocks are commonly used in Scandinavian gardens, as this land basically
sits on peat and there is little environmental concern about extraction.

Tall Meadow Landscapes
Just like thickets, montane meadows can be divided into alpine and subalpine meadows. They
have a dense carpet of short grass in which brightly coloured bulbs and herbaceous perennial
species self-seed.
At Tromsø, an historical ‘tall meadow landscape garden’ was created with herbaceous perennials.
This area of the gardens was dedicated to plants traditionally found in domestic gardens in
Norway, using plants actually imported from gardens nearby.

Vertically Laminated Outcrops
This formation seldom occurs in nature. It consists of ribs of oblong, flat stones placed vertically
and very closely together. Such a formation provides deep, vertical cracks where plant roots can
find moisture and shade. This is a naturally attractive formation that can be employed in a manmade rockery to great architectural impact.
Depending to the climatic conditions - aspect, light levels, precipitation levels, and air humidity rocks in this formation are placed vertically or obliquely. Different gradients permit variation of
drainage and moisture levels, making a huge difference for the cultivation of plants. For example,
Primula and Ramonda need a degree of moisture and shade; by contrast, Sedum and Saxifraga
demand perfect drainage.

Cuestas
A cuesta is a ridge where a harder sedimentary rock overlies a softer layer, the whole thing being
tilted somewhat from the horizontal. This results in a long and gentle back-slope, called a dip
slope, that conforms with the profile of the harder, more resistant strata.
It is important that the tilt goes down deeply, allowing for good drainage. Care has to be taken
when filling and packing the gaps and cracks with alpine mix, in order to avoid air gaps.

A vertically laminated outcrop formation

The tilted strata of a cuesta formation

Terminal Moraine
Moraines are formed from debris previously carried along by a glacier, and normally consist of
fairly rounded particles, ranging in size from very large boulders to minute glacial flour. A
terminal moraine is a type of moraine that forms at the snout (edge) of a glacier. In moraineinspired beds, rocks are deliberately arranged randomly. The key is to use as many different sizes
as possible of rocks and aggregates.

The naturalistic arrangement of a terminal moraine formation
Scree
Scree is a collection of broken rock fragments at the base of crags, mountain cliffs, volcanoes or
valley shoulders, which has accumulated through periodic rock fall from adjacent cliff faces.
When constructing a scree garden, try to originate the scree from a defined point in a high part of
the rockery; aim for a 30° to 45° slope (steeper gradients will result in instability); aim for a fan
shape; use various sizes of aggregate materials.

Ponds, Waterfalls and Rivers
Snowmelt produces a high concentration of water on mountain peaks. All the landscapes
described above experience moist to wet periods during the year. A remarkable number of alpine
and woodland characters require proximity to water, whether running or still. In Tromsø, water is
represented by a large pool planted with tall perennials, and small to medium sized cascades
meandering through several rock outcrops.

The Tromsø Principles of Rock Gardening
•
•
•
•

In close proximity to human constructions, geometric lines may be used. In all the other cases,
it is advisable to simulate nature and avoid geometrical patterns
Think big; use some very large boulders
Mix different stone sizes
Create ‘rooms’ and surprises by selectively blocking views

•
•
•
•
•
•

Highlight rocks with a cover of lichens and mosses
Do not mix rocks of different geological origins
Use free draining soil, and absolutely avoid air pockets
Seek to use appropriate top dressing
When planting, avoid geometric patterns and plant in odd numbers
Use unobtrusive labels (white or black); keep descriptions brief

Some Other Advice on Creating Alpine Beds
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never lay horizontal stones or hardcore at the bottom of a rockery. This is important in order
to maintain active water capillarity
A sand backfill may be used, at a minimum depth of 30cm
It is possible to create a natural feel and illusion by juxtaposing broken rocks, but they have to
be of the same colour and texture
In lowland rock gardens, consider irrigating with drainage pipes inside the outcrops for the
first 2-3 years, when young plants are establishing
Avoid the use of sharp angles and rounded shapes in combination, as it looks unnatural
North-facing aspects tend to be better planting places, especially in lowland gardens
To grow lichens, blend a mix of egg and old milk in a bowl. Brush the egg and milk on the
stone first, then blow the lichens onto the mix

D Extracted from a report published on the HPS website, 2019 C
This article also appeared, in abridged form, in the Staffs Group Newsletter, Spring 2020

Footnote: The HPS’s Kenneth Black Bursary Scheme helped fund Giulio’s trip to Tromsø
which, in turn, provided inspiration for the new rock garden at Birmingham Botanic Gardens,
where Giulio is a Senior Horticulturist.

